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As IBM continues to improve COBOL performance capabilities with the OPTIMIZE parameter, 
customers can realize added value by using more current IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS 
(Enterprise COBOL) releases when compiling changes.  This blog focuses on CA Intertest 

support and best-practice recommendations for Enterprise Cobol V5.1 and above.  (Please 
contact* me directly if you require information on versions not covered in this blog). 
 
Let’s start with some context: What is the OPTIMIZE parameter?  What value does it provide?  

In general, it is a COBOL compiler option whose values (0, 1, 2) affects the level of optimization 
that is made to object code, and can result in performance improvements.  Benefits range from 
“limited” - designed for efficient compiling, to “advanced” - offering the most improved 
application run-time performance.  

 
If the goal is improving the performance of COBOL programs, this is a simple, no-cost method.  
Developers specify the appropriate compiler option in the build JCL.  Most organizations have 
implemented standards enforcements to verify the use of the OPTIMIZE parameter as part of 

their software change management procedures.  But here is the challenge - while the option is 
easily implemented, understanding when to use which value and why can be tricky. This is 
because the highest, most-desirable levels of optimization come  with a documented, and 
apparently not widely known, downside .  It can “confuse” debuggers – all debuggers.  Here’s 

why. 
 

Why debuggers are challenged with optimized code 

 

To improve the efficiency of the generated code, the COBOL Optimizer can perform any 
combination of the following actions to the Enterprise COBOL code, including but not limited 
to:   

▪ eliminate unnecessary transfer of control and duplicate computations 

▪ simplify perform statements 
▪ aggregate moves of contiguous items into a single move 
▪ delete unreachable code 
▪ discard unreferenced data items.   

 
The optimized result can cause an “unmatched” or unclear SOURCE-TO-BINARY association.  
It is this very association that all debuggers, including CA InterTest, rely upon to offer accurate 
breakpoints and code step-throughs.   

 

Best practices for optimizing code and debugging 

 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS6SG3_5.2.0/com.ibm.cobol52.ent.doc/custom/igycch245.html


While any level of code optimization could result in erratic debug behavior, higher optimization 
levels could contribute more than the lower optimization levels.  Given that, when should 
OPTIMIZE be used and at what level?  The answer is, it varies: 

▪ Set optimization OFF - i.e. OPTIMIZE(0) - for the majority of development efforts 
paired with unit testing for efficient compiling 

o IBM suggests “For unit-testing a program, you will probably find it easier to 
debug code that has not been optimized.”   

▪ Set optimization ON - i.e. OPTIMIZE(1) or OPTIMZE(2) at a predetermined stage in 
the life cycle, preferably well before production installation.   

o This achieves several goals:  it helps ensure non-erratic debugging for the 
developer during the intense development stage, it allows a runway for 

comprehensive testing with the fully optimized version of the program slated for 
production and simulates the expected debug behavior for any production outage.  

o For example, a failure in a pre-production state would offer the same debug 
experience as a program failure in production.  Regardless of how you chose to 

implement the option, CA InterTest is certified to support Enterprise COBOL 
optimization. 

 
For Agile organizations with intense parallel development activities, these recommendations 

would translate to limiting optimization for all iterative development performed on a code 
branch.  Once MVP (Minimal Viable Product) is validated, code merge is complete and 
continuous delivery (onward to production) is initiated, full optimization can be implemented. 
 

For more information on performance optimization, refer to the "Powerful performance 
optimization with no development effort" section provided in : IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS 
V5.1Announcement 213-144: IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS V5.1 Also, refer to the IBM 
Enterprise COBOL for z/OS Version 6.2 Programming Guide  Chapter 36 section Optimizing 

your code or IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS V5.1.1. Programming Guide Chapter 33, section 
Optimizing your code.   
 
*For additional information on CA InterTest please contact Rose.Sakach@ca.com 
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